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Hello everyone,  
 
First of all, I would like to extend a most heartfelt thank you for your warm wishes on the birth 
our second son, and third child, Nelson.  Nelson was born on September 5th, and the little one is 
already a big boy weighing 15 pounds.   A true testament to his mother’s love and devotion. 
 
I must admit, these past few weeks have been a challenge time wise as any parent will tell you.  
Some seriously late nights have gone into the making of this catalogue, catching every spare 
moment of peace.   I hope that a sword within these pages finds your caring hands. 
 
We start the catalogue with a very old piece of history.  It is a kodachi, a small and light tachi that 
the NTHK-NPO dates back to 1283 by the Yamato Senjuin School.  What I love about this sword 
is that it is ubu-nakago.  Very few swords from this era exist in their original shape, as these long 
tachi were eventually shortened during the late Muromachi or early Edo periods.   The kodachi 
comes with a lovely set of fittings and has recently attained Tokubetsu Hozon to Uda Kunimune. 
 
The next piece is the youngest sword in the catalogue made in 1972 - a brilliant katana by Sakai 
Ikkansai Shigemasa.  This katana is unique in that the iron that was used to create the sword is 
from the centuries-old Myogi shrine in Gunma prefecture.   Shigemasa was a master engraver, 
evident in this fine work that contains carvings dedicated to Amaterasu Omikami and Aizen Myoo.  
 
The third sword is a powerhouse katana by swordsmith Tsunashige with a 2-body cutting test 
performed by Shibasaki Masatsugu at the end of February 1670.  Everything about this sword is 
remarkable.  The quality of the steel is reminiscent of the work of Kotetsu as they likely share the 
same sensei Tsunahiro. This sword was featured in the NBTHK Token Bijitsu monthly magazine.   
 
A delightful wakizashi attributed to Nobutaka from the Enpo era takes the next spot.  This sword 
is on consignment with me here in the UK.  I took a video of the sword introducing the blade and 
koshirae.  I can ship this sword tax free in Europe, and elsewhere in the world.  
 
Wazamono smith Tango no Kami Shigetsune from Echizen province is the fifth sword in the 
catalogue.  It is a sharp katana with a mature spirit.  The superb grain of the steel has the texture 
of Koto period (pre 1600) swords.  A rare late Edo period cloud dragon themed handachi koshirae 
with a sparkling aoigai (mother-of-pearl) scabbard carries the sword with style and elegance. 
 
Our final sword in the catalogue is a muscular katana by Kiyosuke from the Shinto Naminohira 
school.  This sword is ideal for a thoughtful custom koshirae project.  Our first son, Lennon, is going 
to receive a special Naminohira katana from my collection one day.  He doesn’t know it yet. ;) 
 
Thank you to all who have joined our VIP email list and to the many 
who claimed swords in Tokyo via a private meeting.  As always, we 
look forward to serving you. 
 
Warm regards,                            

 
 
Pablo Kuntz  
October 2016                                  
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item# ujka215         

 

AN UDA KUNIMUNE / YAMATO SENJUIN KODACHI 
unsigned, late kamakura period (shou era: 1288~1293) 
 
Swordsmith: Uda Kunimune (NBTHK), Yamato Senjuin School (NTHK-NPO) 
Measurements: Length: 69.4cm (ubu) Curvature: 2.3cm        Moto-Haba: 2.8cm  
Jihada:  Itame and mokume (burl grain pattern) 
Hamon:   Chu-suguha and ko-midare (straight and tight wavy temper line pattern) 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Conservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Certificate #2-3: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a sword and koshirae designated as Authentic by 
the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Included:   Shirasaya, koshirae, carry bags, sword stand, kit, DVD, export services 
 

SOLD   
 
When handling a Japanese sword, paying close attention to the shape of the blade is the first step to 
appreciate as the length, weight, width and curvature speak volumes to dating a piece.  What we 
have here is a rare kodachi (short tachi) that remains in her original graceful shape (ubu nakago).  
 
The NTHK-NPO sword society certified the sword as being by Yamato Senjuin School, dating it 
back over 700 years to the late Kamakura period’s Shou era, circa 1288~1293.  The NBTHK sword 
museum attributes the blade to Uda Kunimune.  Historically these schools are connected. 
 
This sword is light, curvy with a woody textured jihada and nie-based hamon.  It’s enjoyable 
imagining a Samurai carrying this kodachi on horseback several centuries ago.  An attractive 
koshire certified to the 1700s with tachi fittings balances out the sword in a respectful fashion.     







































	

 
 

item# ujka223         

 

A SAKAI IKKANSAI SHIGEMASA KATANA 
signed, 47th year of showa era (february 1972) 

 
Swordsmith: Sakai Ikkansai Shigemasa Motte Myogi Jinja Furutetsu Saku Kore 
Measurements: Length: 72.5cm   Curvature: 1.7cm         Moto-Haba:  3.2cm  
Jihada:   Itame hada   
Hamon:   Gunome Midare (wavy temper line) with nijuba, kinsuji and sunagashi 
Certificate:  NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a sword designated as Authentic by the Society 
for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Included:   Shirasaya, sword bag, stand, kit, DVD, printed care guide, exportation 
 

SOLD 
 
Celebrated swordsmith Sakai Ikkansai Shigemasa was born in 37th year of Meiji (1904) and 
became a student of the great Shigetsugu Kasama in the 15th of Taisho (1926) and the heir to the 
Kasama Shigetsugu no Mon school. The Kasama Shigetsugu School was active in pre-war and 
wartime Japan, and considered by contemporaries to exhibit the highest level of craftsmanship.  
 

This beautiful katana holds an interesting story.  It was crafted from 
centuries-old iron from Myogi Shrine in 1972.  This information is 
chiseled on the sword’s nakago (tang).  Shigemasa was an expert 
engraver and this sword has the characters Amaterasu Omikami (a 
Shinto deity) with groove and a ken (a double-edged sword).  
 
According to legend, Myogi Shrine was established in 537 A.D., the 
second year of the reign of Emperor Senka.  It took until the Edo 

Period (1603-1868) for the shrine to gain national significance and wide-reaching power.    
 
As the sword is in shirasaya, the opportunity to build an inspiring custom koshirae exists with 
this sword.  The new caretaker of the sword should consider visiting Myogi shrine one day to 
pay tribute to its remarkable history.   
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item# ujka218         

 

A TSUNASHIGE TAMESHIGIRI KATANA 
signed & dated, edo period (end of february 1670) 
futatsu-do setsutan ue-suritsuke shita-kurumasaki 
 
Swordsmith: Mutsu no Kami Tsunashige (1st generation) 
Measurements: Length: 70cm (ubu) Curvature: 1.4cm        Moto-Haba: 3.2cm  
Jihada:  Itame (wood grain pattern) 
Hamon:   Gunome midare (random wavy temper line pattern) 
Certificate #1-2: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon & Kicho (a sword designated as Especially 
Precious and Worthy of Conservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Certificate #3-5: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a tsuba, fuchi-kashira and koshirae all designated 
as Authentic by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Included:   Shirasaya, koshirae, carry bags, sword stand, maintenance kit, DVD, 
booklet, printed description, featured in the NBTHK Monthly Journal in October 2014. 
 

SOLD   
This powerful katana was crafted by swordsmith Mutsu no Kami 
Tsunashige. A cutting test was performed with this sword by Shibasaki 
Masatsugu in February 1670 severing two human bodies in one stroke.  
Sword is reminiscent of the works of master swordsmith Kotetsu. 
 
The blade has deservedly attained NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon 
certification.  It is housed in a handsome koshirae with a Jingo School 
tsuba from the mid-Edo period.  This is a very special Samurai sword.                     









































	

 
 

item# ujwa104      

 

A NOBUTAKA WAKIZASHI 
unsigned, edo period (enpo era 1673~1681)  
 
Swordsmith: Den Bishu Nobutaka (attribution, second generation) 
Location:  Owari no Kuni (Aichi prefecture), Owari Seki School 
Length:  51.5cm (ubu nakago) Curvature: 1.4cm 
Hamon:  Gunome midare with yahazu (arrow notch shaped) and togari 
Jihada:  Tight Itame (wood grain pattern) 
Certificates #1-2: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a sword and koshirae designated as Authentic by 
the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Fujishiro rank: Shinto Josaku (a superior swordsmith in the Early Edo Period) 
Included:  Vintage koshirae, silk carry bag, sword stand, maintenance kit, DVD,  
 

SOLD  
 
The Nobutaka family were skilled swordsmiths who enjoyed the patronage of the Tokugawa 
clan of Owari province.  This long wakizashi is attributed to the 2nd generation Nobutaka who 
was a Jo-Saku (superior smith) who lived to the tender age of 87.   
 
An eye-catching hamon (temper line) featuring yahazuba (arrow notch pattern) blesses the sword. 
Well-carved rain dragons from late Edo envelope the fuchi and kashira (collar/pommel).  There is 
also a lucky rabbit riding on top of a wavy tsuba (guard).  This delightful wakizashi has two 
certificates of authenticity from NTHK-NPO for both the sword and Edo Period fittings.   
 
Please watch introductory video here (15 min): https://youtu.be/iWJe0v7ZyKM 
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item# ujka225         

 

A NAMINOHIRA KIYOSUKE KATANA 
signed, early edo period (tenna era: 1681-1684) 
 
Swordsmith: Naminohira Kiyosuke 
Location:  Satsuma province (Kagoshima prefecture)   
Measurements: Length: 68.1cm (ubu) Curvature: 0.9cm    Moto-Haba: 3.2cm  
Jihada:   Itame hada   
Hamon:   Gunome choji midare (wavy temper line with clove blossom buds) 
Certificate:  NBTHK Kicho Token (a sword designated as Precious by the Society for 
the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Certificate #2: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a sword designated as Authentic by the Society 
for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Included:   Shirasaya, bag, stand, kit, DVD, printed care guide, export service 
 

SOLD 
 
The Naminohira School is one of the oldest sword-making traditions having begun working in 
Satsuma province way back in 987AD.  The first smiths arrived from Yamato, present day Nara.  
Quite impressively, future generations worked uninterrupted to the end of the Edo-period, 1868.   
 
Satsuma province is located at the southern end of Japan’s southernmost island Kyushu.  The 
island is known for its vast quantities of sand iron to be found on in its rivers and beaches.  
 
Nami 波 means ‘wave’ and hira 平means ‘flat’, translating to calm seas.  This healthy katana was 
crafted and signed in circa 1681 by Kiyosuke of the Shinto Naminohira School.  It is a sword with 
a vibrant gunome choji hamon and strong, distinctive Satsuma steel-making qualities.  This katana 
is poised for a custom koshirae project with a wave or water related theme.  Two certificates of 
authenticity accompany the sword including vintage NBTHK Kicho Token from 1970. 
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Arigato! 
 
Thank you for downloading our catalogue.  
We look forward to serving you.   
 
Please join our VIP mailing list to be informed of recently 
acquired swords.  Email us at service@uniquejapan.com 
 

 
 

For Nelson. 
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